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SUMMARY:  
Convection phenomenon inside the insulation materials that are representing porous media may be 
responsible for important increase of the heat flow density through the building element, when the climatic 
conditions are very cold. A numerical study based on CFD software simulations is performed in order to 
find out the conditions for which the convection onsets and furthermore to quantify its influence on the U-
value of the building element – that is a loose-fill attic. The geometry of the grid is very close to a 2D cut in 
a real attic. The most significant heat transfer phenomena present in the attic – conduction in solid 
elements, convection in porous medium, convection in air spaces are taken into account. This is done 
exclusively by using the mass, momentum and energy conservation equations. The insulation materials 
analyzed are highly permeable mineral wools. The results are expressed in terms of critical Ra* numbers 
and variations Nu* against Ra*. A critical Ra* value of 28 is found. Three products, (2 –in glass wool, 1 – 
in stone wool) are studied – all showed absence of convection for outdoor temperatures higher than –40°C. 
The stone wool product is the most exposed to convection onset. 

1. Introduction 
The need to reduce the energy consumption for heating and cooling of buildings has become imperative 
since the 70’s – at the beginning because of energy price increase and later because also of the necessity to 
reduce the environmental impact of building usage. This is why the building regulations are asking for 
more and more performing insulation for buildings – it can help also to prevent the condensation on 
building elements and to keep a good level of thermal comfort inside. The most part of manufacturers and 
architects responded to this requirement by increasing the thickness of building elements in contact with 
outdoor environment.  

The roof (or the attic) is responsible for a great part of heat losses of the building to the outdoor 
environment. For this reason a special attention is paid on its insulation performance, especially in Northern 
countries. For example, in countries like Sweden, the insulation of the roof may achieve a thickness of    
0.5 m. 

One of the most encountered type of insulation product for attics are the loose-fill materials. They have the 
advantage of being easy and fast to install and generate small material losses. But, in the same time, the 
loose-fill products are more permeable to air movement than the materials manufactured in bats and slabs. 

This air movement inside the insulation product appears as a result of the buoyancy forces applying to the 
air included in the material. These forces are generated where the gradient of air volume mass with respect 



to vertical direction (that is considered in opposite sense to the gravity) is positive. This situation may occur 
when the temperature gradient (with respect to the same direction) inside the product is negative.  

The phenomenon is usually designed as “natural convection” inside the “porous medium” that is the 
insulation material. Sometimes the air movement inside the material maybe intensified by the existence of 
forced convection in the air space with which the insulation material is in contact - the phenomenon is 
named “forced convection”. 

In all cases, the consequence is an increase of the heat flow that goes from indoor air to outdoor 
environment through the insulation product. The heat losses of the building become higher, which leads to: 
rise of energy consumption for heating, loss of thermal comfort, condensation risk. Therefore it is very 
important to assess the conditions under which the convection onsets and to find how much the insulation 
product performance is deteriorated. 

In this paper are analyzed only the attics where the loose-fill insulation is installed as an horizontal layer on 
the floor of the attic. The surface of the porous medium in contact with the air inside the attic is permeable 
(or opened) to air movement. It is assumed that the air movement in the attic is caused only by natural 
convection. 

This topic has been treated by many technical papers published since the beginning of 90s – both by using 
experimental approaches and via calculation methods.  

Some papers are showing experimental results obtained on large-scale facilities - Anderlind (1992), Rose 
(1991), Wilkes (1991), Wahlgren (2002 and 2004).  

Anderlind (1992) founded no significant reduction of thermal resistance due to convection, but the 
measurement were made at low modified Rayleigh numbers (less permeable products). Wilkes (1991) 
tested more permeable and conductive products and showed that the convection maybe responsible, for 
very cold outdoor air temperatures, of 50% decrease of thermal resistance. 

Wahlgren (2004) concludes that the natural convection onsets at a modified Rayleigh number of 22 to 27 
and that a thermal resistance loss of 25% is achieved when this number raises at 34. These results are 
taking into account the presence of joists in the insulation product. Similar values are encountered in testing 
results issued from smaller testing facilities - see Serkitjis (1995) and Silberstein (1991). 

Many calculation models were developed in the same period in order to understand better the phenomena 
and to enlarge the number of results without needing to carry on testing. Large-scale testing under artificial 
climate are very difficult to perform because of the size of the facility and of the very low temperatures to 
be realized inside it. 

A calculation model based on CFD is described in Delmas (1995) - it is based on numerical integration of 
mass, momentum and energy conservation equations both in the porous medium (with the solid inclusions) 
and in the air space, and on their coupling at the interface. The analysis was made on a geometry somewhat 
simplified with respect to that of a real attic. 

Other pieces of software (ConvBox, CHConP) were developed at Chalmers University of Göteborg – see 
Serkitjis (1995), Wahlgren (2001) and (2004). The mass, momentum and energy conservation equations are 
numerically integrated only inside the porous medium and the solid inclusions. The influence of the attic air 
space is taken into account by means of a fictitious thermal resistance at the upper surface of the porous 
medium. The most part of simulation results obtained were in accordance with testing results shown in the 
same publications. 

The calculations in present study are based on the usage of a commercial CFD software package (Fluent). 
The conservation equations are integrated both in porous medium and in air space and the geometry – on a 
2D grid - is very closed to that of a real attic.  

The analysis was made on a typical Swedish attic and by using loose-fill materials available on Swedish 
market. 



2. The method 
The geometry chosen for the study is a 2D cut in a typical Swedish attic, inside which a loose-fill insulation 
product was projected on the floor - it is depicted in Figure 1. The overall insulation thickness is 0.5 m. All 
the sizes of the elements in the attic were chosen in accordance with Swedish building regulations. The 
attic is ventilated by the outdoor air that penetrates through the soffit vent (7). The rigid panels (8) are 
protecting the insulation layer against the air drafts that could induce movement of the product. 

The symmetry of the attic geometry and of the boundary conditions allowed us to consider only half of the 
attic – this reduces the size of the grid and the calculation time. 

Figure 1. Loose-Fill Attic . Legend: 1 – Concrete; 2 – Loose-fill insulant; 3 – Wooden members (joists); 4 
– Plastic foil; 5 – Wooden board; 6 – Vertical wall (insulated); 7 – Soffit vent; 8 – Wind protection (high 
density mineral wool). 

The boundary conditions are typical to a building roof submitted to winter conditions in a Nordic climate: 

• the indoor air is kept at tint = 20°C – the convection coefficient with internal walls is  hint = 8 W/(m2*K); 

• the outdoor air temperature (text) is gradually decreased from 0°C to –80°C – the convection coefficient 
with external walls is hext = 25 W/(m2*K); 

• an outdoor air zone between elements (6) and (7) is included in the grid in order to assess accurately the 
movement through the soffit vent (with still air on its external borders – no wind is taken into account). 

The mass, momentum and energy conservation equations are numerically integrated via finite volume 
method: 

• inside the porous medium; 

• in all other solid materials (only the energy conservation); 

• in the air space. 
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In the porous medium the flow regime is considered laminar because of the very low velocity values 
(<0.01 m/s). 

In the air space the flow regime is turbulent (in all the cases Gr*Pr > 109). The k-ω turbulence model was 
used. The initial values of k and ω parameters were found after checking the k-ω model on simple 2D 
rectangular geometry – for which analytical solutions are known. 

3. The material properties 
The values of thermo physical properties for air were considered as follows: 

• volume mass – function of local temperature, according to ideal gas equation – the Boussinesq 
approximation is not accurate when the air temperature varies far from the reference point; 

• thermal conductivity and kinetic viscosity - function of local temperature. 

Three mineral wool loose-fill products (blown wool) were studied: two in glass wool, one in stone wool. 
They are currently available on Swedish market. 

The values of the properties for the three products are given in Table 1. 

The thermal conductivity values are different following the direction “perpendicular” to faces and 
“parallel” to faces. The “perpendicular” value is the declared value at 10°C (see EN 13162) – so it is a 
little bit higher than the real value. The “parallel” value was considered to be 25% higher. 

The actual values of thermal conductivity are local temperature dependent, according to relationships 
indicated in ISO 10456. 

The air permeability (K) values are also different following the direction “perpendicular” to faces and 
“parallel” to faces. The “perpendicular” value for glass wool products has been measured in our Swedish 
laboratory and also by Swedish laboratory SP in Boras and for stone wool product was taken from 
manufacturer documentation. The parallel value was considered to be 50% higher.  

Table 1. Properties of loose-fill insulant. 

Insulant 1 Thermal 
conductivity at 
10°C – λ10 
[W/(m*K)] 

Thickness  
[m] 

Air permeability 
[m2] 

Mass 
Volume  
[kg/m3] 

Porosity - γ 

Glass Wool 1 0,042 perpend. 
0,046 parallel 

0,500 6 10-9 perpend. 
9 10-9 parallel 

15 0,994 

Glass Wool 2 0,038 perpend. 
0,042 parallel 

0,500 3,9 10-9 perpend. 
6 10-9 parallel 

18 0,993 

Stone Wool 0,042 perpend. 
0,046 parallel 

0,500 9 10-9 perpend. 
13,5 10-9 parallel 

30 0,986 

4. The results 
Figure 2 shows the flow patterns and velocity values for a case where convection is fully developed (it 
corresponds to an outdoor temperature of –60°C – so, to very extreme conditions). The typical shape of 
convection cells inside porous medium may easily be recognized. It is interesting to notice that, in the 
joists area, the cells position is influenced by joists position. 



Figure 2. Flow patterns and velocity values for a case where convection is fully developed. 

There is air transport between the air space and the insulation material. Inside the air space only one 
convection cell is formed. 

The temperature distribution for the same case is shown in Figure 3. The typical non-uniform distribution 
on the top surface of insulant maybe noticed. This non-uniformity is accentuated by the presence of joists 
– in the joists area. 

The most practical form to present all the results is the graphical variation of Nu* number against Ra*. It 
allows comparisons with results obtained for other materials, thickness, climatic conditions. 

Nu* is calculated as the rate of the heat flow going through the attic floor to the heat flow that would have 
passed in absence of convection. The following equation (see Langlais (2003)) was used to compute Ra*: 
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where the first term includes the thermo physical properties of air; ∆Tins is temperature difference across 
the insulant and d - its thickness. 

These variations are depicted in Figure 4. Even if the materials were different, the points are very less 
scattered. In the “Zone 1” the convection does not exist and Nu* decreases slightly (of about 4%) because 
of the thermal conductivity reduction when the temperature goes down.  

The convection onsets at a Ra* of about 28 and then, in the “Zone 2”, Nu* increase with Ra*. 

This critical Ra* value is very close to that issued from other studies – Wahlgren (2004) and Anderlind 
(2003). 



Figure 3. Temperature distribution for a case where convection is fully developed. 

Also, the slope of the variation Nu* = func (Ra*) in the “Zone 2” allows to find at Ra*=34 a Nu* very 
close to 1.25 – which is mentioned in the same previous study.  

The same zones can be identified in Figure 5 that shows the degradation of U coefficient when the outdoor 
temperature decreases. U coefficient is calculated by equation: 
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where q is the mean heat flow density through the insulation system. 

The limit values at which the convection onsets are summarized in Table 2. It maybe seen that, for all the 
products, this limit is inferior to –40°C. The stone wool product is the must vulnerable to convection onset 
– for example if other factors, like the wind, the bad workmanship, the moisture transfer, would be taken 
into account.  

Table 2. Critical outdoor temperature for convection onset. 

Insulant Stone Wool Glass Wool 1 Glass Wool 2 
Critical outdoor temperature -40°C -55°C -70°C 

5. Conclusions and perspectives 
A detailed calculation tool for an insulated attic (typical Swedish) was found and used to assess the onset 
and the intensity of convection phenomena inside loose-fill mineral wool. Three products, existing on the 
Swedish market, were studied – all of them showed absence of convection for outdoor temperatures higher 
than –40°C. The stone wool product is the most exposed to convection onset.  

A measurement campaign in a large-scale testing facility (LSCS at Oak Ridge National Laboratory – 
ORNL) was scheduled in order to validate the results issued from simulations. The calculation tool will be 
used in the future to assess other insulation systems where loose-fill materials are used (pitched roofs, 



cavity walls). The model will be extended in order to take into account other factors that are significant for 
convection onset and intensity: the wind, the moisture transport etc. 

Figure 4. Variation Nu* = func (Ra*) for the calculated points. 

Figure 5. Variation U = func (text) for the calculated points. 
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